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[IMPORTANT]
- This is a DLC pack for all that wish to play Tree of Savior which is Free to Play.

- The items included in the DLC product may be changed in the future. If such a change is made, an announcement will be
made at least 21-days beforehand.

- You may only use this DLC product on servers located in the SEA region. Please make sure you are purchasing a product
for your region.

- You do not need to have this in order to play the game.
- This product is comprised entirely of in-game content. There will be no separate downloadable contents.

- The next stage of item will be rewarded to you based on how many days you log in. You must log in for 14 days in order to
get all of the items.

- You have 28 days to redeem the items after opening the package. The days will count down even if you do not log in to the
game.

- There will be no way of stopping or restarting the countdown once it has started. We cannot help redeem items past the
initial countdown.

- All items, except for the 'Boss Bear Hat' and 'Dionys Armband', cannot be traded. This includes the items from the
Armor/Weapons selection boxes.

[Contents]
The 'New Rank Booster' DLC is a product that will reward you with new items each day you log in. The rewards include the

following:

Day 1: 1 x Boss Bear Hat (Tradable)

- What do you need when the weather gets a bit chilly? A Boss Bear Hat!

Day 2: 1 x Attribute Points 500 Ticket (Untradable)

- Hit harder with your skills after investing attribute points!

Day 3: 3 x Silver Anvil (Untradable)

- Low on silver? Use these Silver Anvils to gear up!

Day 4: 5 x Enchant Scroll (Untradable)

- Add a little magic to your life with these scrolls!

Day 5: 1 x Enhancement Card Lv1 (Untradable)

- Feel your cards just won't cut it? Use this to buff it up!

Day 6: 1 x Rank 6 Level Up Chest (Untradable)
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- Get a character boost to Rank 6!

Day 7: 1 x Lv 350 Armor Selection Box (Untradable)

- Need some gear in a hurry? Here's some armor just for you!

Day 8: 10 x Enhancement Coupon: 100,000 Silver (Untradable)

- Save silver while enhancing your gear with these Coupons!

Day 9: 5 x Superior Gem Abrasive (Untradable)

- Make sure your gems are all shining before joining the next party!

Day 10: 1 x Attribute Points 1,000 Ticket (Untradable)

- Hit harder with your skills after investing attribute points!

Day 11: 1 x Dionys Armband (Tradable)

- A smiling Dionys armband for everyone!

Day 12: 5 x Enchant Scroll (Untradable)

- Add a little magic to your life with these scrolls!

Day 13: 3 x Golden Anvil (Untradable)

- Have equipment low on potential? Fear not! Here are 3 Golden Anvils just for you!

Day 14: 1 x Lv 350 Weapon Selection Box (Untradable)

- Need some extra firepower for the next dungeon? Get your pick here!

Information on the New Rank Booster DLC product Items:

1. The items included in the DLC product may be changed in the future. If such a change is made, an announcement will be
made at least 21-days beforehand.
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2. You may only use this DLC product on servers located in the SEA region. Please make sure you are purchasing a product
for your region.

3. You may only receive the items on one server so please choose carefully.

4. The items will be sent to your in-game message box via GM message that will be accessible after Team creation. You may
choose which character you wish to give the items to from the GM message. There is no limit on how long you can leave the

items in your postbox.

5. The reward counter cannot be paused/restarted once the item is used. Please make sure you wish to receive the rewards
before using DLC product.

6. The next stage of item will be rewarded to you based on how many days you log in. You must log in for 14 days in order to
get all of the items.

7. You have 28 days to redeem the items after opening the package. The days will count down even if you do not log in to
the game. We cannot help redeem items past the initial countdown.

8. All items, except for the 'Boss Bear Hat' and 'Dionys Armband', cannot be traded. This includes the items from the
Armor/Weapons selection boxes.
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Title: TOS - New Rank Booster for SEA Servers
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Publisher:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Pentium Core 2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce 8600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard, Mouse

English
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I really wanted to like this add-on and actually purchased it on the day it was released, but unfortunately I feel it really falls
short. First the good. The concept is good and the number and variety of missions is appealing. Although many of the missions
are a bit longish, I believe most of the flights are fairly scenic and represent real-world flight plans into these destinations.
However, a number of flaws really hurt the product.

The voice guidance is really useless. This is a huge flaw and it is the biggest issue that most people seem to have with the add-
on. It hardly says anything of worth, and while I do understand the reason that ATC was omitted from these missions the lack of
any in-game guidance whatsoever aside from the GPS make the missions feel like mere flight plans. The little it says is actually
rather annoying in a "thanks for nothing" sort of way. It would have been far better if the voice provided some kind of advice at
various points in the flight. A complete walk-through is not necessary, but since these are all difficult approaches and\/or
difficult flying conditions, some general discussion about the approach and advice about what kind of things to expect (sharp
turns, narrow flight paths, steep descents, etc.) could have made a huge impact on people's perception of the quality of this add-
on. I've read the manual and know that some of this is described there, but limiting the information to the written manual and
pre-flight briefing without having anything in-flight makes this product feel amateur. The default missions that FSX comes with
are great examples of how in-flight guidance and chatter can make the mission feel much more alive, especially when you don't
have any ATC or anything else to listen to.

The manual, while fairly nice, is still lacking in real detail to prepare you for the flight. I just flew mission 7 (Kirkwall to Papa
Westray) and was surprised to see that the destination only had a dirt strip for an airfield. While the manual does tell you to fly
around before landing to familiarize yourself with the airfield, failing to provide such important details is quite annoying. In
general, it doesn't give enough detail about the final approach, such as expecting a tall hill on the final to St. Barth's with a steep
descent to the runway. No one would send you on a solo flight to one of these approaches in the real world without giving you a
heads up about important details like this, and they should be included in the manual as well (and in the voice guidance).

There are also some lesser flaws:
The in-flight kneeboard is a resource that was underutilized. Including a map of the destination airport could have been handy,
or even just repeating the briefing on the mission briefing page.

The short mission descriptions that you see when you are scrolling through the list of missions could have benefited from adding
the expected mission time. You can see the expected mission time in the full briefing that you get when you click a mission to
see additional detail, but that information should also have been included in the mini-description seen in the mission list (again,
like the default missions).

And finally, this is a nitpick but I don't understand the mission numbering. Mission 1 is an expert-level mission, and then
missions 7 and 8 and 15 are beginner level, and so on. It would have been nice to number the missions so that the ones of the
same difficulty level were grouped consecutively instead of the seemingly random order that they have.

Overall, I applaud the effort made and appreciate that a good deal of research was probably done to create these missions, but
the flaws really hurt what could have been a great add-on. Unfortunately, I can't really recommend this product in its current
state. While I don't own any other payware mission packs, I think most people expect that they should match the quality of the
default missions, if not exceed them. Otherwise, it's going to be perceived as an expensive amateur effort. If an update is ever
made that addresses the lack of voice guidance\/chatter, I would be happy to revise my review. But as it is now, I'm not really
sure how much value this has for most people when compared to freeware flight plan packs that take you to the same places..
It's pretty decent so far, only 3 hours in and I'm still doing the 'campaign' (#5\/8) which is really just a well disguised tutorial.

There's a really solid foundation of gameplay and it looks like a lot of detail in this game, but right now what it really needs is
feedback from players. You can sort of tell it was made by one guy and there hasn't been much chance to get it out for beta
testing yet (which is what Early Access is), because there are a lot of ... let's say interesting design choices, which I feel the dev
can quickly fix to polish up the game, once he gets enough feedback about them.
Most of it's minor, like Q and E feel reversed for camera controls as someone who plays a lot of citybuilders, or that some parts
of the missions indicate a direction like North, but there's no compass in-game, just little things.

Other than nitpicking about polish, there are some intermittent issues with framerates on a mid-range PC, and the music and
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sounds are all pretty annoying, unfortunately. We'll see if those get patched up, but worst case you can just run the game at little
to no volume

I definitely recommend giving it a shot if you like citybuilders, or if you've always wanted to try Dwarf Fortress but couldn't get
past the ASCII. It's worth keeping in mind you don't start doing things underground with z-level mining until campaign 4 or 5,
which is really the coolest part of the game, so just stick through it. It's also very complex, with a small and less than intuitive
UI, so I definitely still recommend you play all the tutorials in order or you'll probably be lost

I also want to add that this dev seems really good about wanting to improve the game - I saw multiple streamers that he gave the
game to for testing, and he generally sat there in chat and actively asked them questions about how they like certain things, and
responded whenever they mentioned something they didn't like - and made changes as appropriate, for example I think allowing
you to turn off auto-scaffolding was a suggestion I heard from a stream, and he implemented it no problem. So with that in
mind, if you end up getting this game and you really want it to shine, give some thought to sending in some feedback about it -
he'll listen (as long as it makes sense). Bowl they! They are coming!
7/10. Since its free you could actually try it, it's not reeaally bad. But I don't recommend it because it has very little content,
awful controls (after half an hour playing my hand hurts), a stupid camera and not really good gameplay. Also the screen has
scrollbars on the right and left (wtf?) which I can use to move the game slightly to the right or down. Kinda buggy, like its
running in a browser window or something.
And when you touch an enemy the game is over and you gotta restart. And one type of enemy is also kinda strange because I
can't shoot it anymore and then I have no way to dodge it.
And the achievements are stupid because you unlock all of them automatically when playing the game since theyre really basic
and easy.

Positive: The music is kinda good and the graphics are neat. The game runs smoothly although there is not much reason why it
shouldnt run smoothly, it looks pretty simple and feels pretty static.

All in all not recommended but since it's free and it looks like there are updates coming you could still give it a try. Hyperun is
FAST
Hyperun is GOOD
Hyperun is FURIOUS
Hyperun is ADDICTING
Hyperun is INCREDIBLE
Hyperun is REALLY A SIMPLE GAME WITH A SIMPLE MECHANIC THAT WORKS REALLY WELL
Hyperun is PRETTY COOL ACTUALLY YOU SHOULD GET IT CAUSE IT'S FUN AND ONCE YOU PLAY YOU CAN'T
REALLY STOP AND YOU JUST PRESS INSTANT RETRY IMMEDIATLY AFTER YOU DIE. An overall amazing
experience. The levels are beautiful and massive; I spent 10 seconds waiting at the beginning of the second level because I
thought it was a cutscene. The game is truly gorgeous and immersive. It feels like flying.

Even though it's quite short, it's well worth the price and I'd recommend it to anyone seeking a few hours of relaxing play. Oh
and did I mention, the music is incredible as well? And it's integrated with the level to a point where objects vibrate and move
with the music. Very, very cool.. Well, I was able to play through this game within half an hour...as it is now, I wouldn't really
recommend buying it. It's cheap, so I think my money wasn't wasted, but still, it was by far too short.... Essentially all this game
is, is a focused Emergency series game, and by focused I mean strictly Firefighting with a minor hint of EMS involved. My only
real complaint about the game is the missions being so limited and the fact you can only dispactch 4 vehicles at a time. Overall it
is a decent casual game it is definitely not something to get heavily into, just the im bored and have an extra 30 minutes.. Burned
my brain on hardcore mode to get highest score possible. Better than meth. 10\/10. It's an enjoyable game. Obviously made on a
shoestring budget but they did what they could. Rough in places, frustrating in others but ultimately it's fun I guess.
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Like most indie multiplayer only games, online is dead.. Its Touhou on Steam. Fun fighting game with god tier music and
unique lovable characters. TAKE MY MONEY ZUN. Don't pirate, buy it on Steam so you can feed Shion. The only reason i
buy this dlc is because i can purchase CERA in-game, no matter how long i play and they didn't give me any
useful support advise.. I really enjoyed this its much better than the first as there is a lot more to do deliver workers which
produce wood and then take wood to the lumber mill to make planks of wood and then to the paper mill.
It reminded me of Railroad Tycoon but there is no business management.
It took me 75 hours over 2 weeks to complete this game so it is value for money and entertainment.. Started the game. Finished
it. Started it again.
This game is fun, but short.. Funny Game !!!. the game is so boring. I've heard Murray's work before - they were brilliant, and
this one is no exception. You can really hear the care and detail that goes into every note. It's something you'd expect from a
high budget motion picture.
Usually you can tell if instruments in songs are using samples, but this one sounds like a legitimate Erhu being played. At this
price I felt like I was ripping him off. Nice work, Murray!. Fun and challenging. Best to be played together with friends!
Let the snow fights begin!
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